
this  Mountain Bike Helmet Advantages of:
1. Super lightweight.
2.3 D duct design: The safety helmets for adults design is very small and the drag coefficient, people
wear more cool.
3. The mobile edge: block off the sun and rain when riding.
4. In-Mold Technology: The smoothly. Helmets,  When the shock hit Helmet Protect the whole.
5. High quality PC shell.
6. Black EPS material is imported from the United States.
7. Bicycle Accessories: You can adjust  Chin strap, Quick Release buckle; After adjusting the lock;
Cool and comfortable pad.
8. Certification: CE-CPSC - ASTM-AS / NZS-TUV-EN1078 is certified for impact protection.
CE new helmet AU-BM062 high-quality bicycle helmet receives approval CPSC.

Product Features
1. PC will increase dramatically thick shell protection
2. High density EPS gray material, lightweight, shock resistant innaeseong, provides reliable
protection
3.Buckle adjustment seems, PA webbing, cleaning pads 
4. The lining pad is equipped with adult bicycle helmets hot-pressing technology
5. We Direct helmet manufacturers.Independent R & amp; A capacity has
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So far, we have been manufacturing & exporting different kinds of helmets for more than 24 years. You
can purchase

latest design quality helmets here as well as personalize your own designs since we can provide a strong
R&D support.We provide different option for custom service that you can select the different helmet color
,different strap color,LOGO custom service ,inner pad design ,divider color ,different strap buckle color
,and we can provide different head adjuster even different color for visor.





Product Details

 neck Characteristic Select 

1. Product Name Bike / bicycle helmet

 Casual helmet, racing
helmet, Road bicycle helmet
mountain bike helmet, bike
helmet, city, cross-country
helmet

2. Model Number   AU-BM06  

3.ashesquality  PC + EPS 

PC + EPS sign - Mould
Technology, Adjust rubber
grip, Nylon chin
strap ,ITW Buckles and
removable visor,

4.Visor  Removable visor Block the sun when riding a
non-blocking 

5.ashesquality  Any pantone color  Any pantone color 

6.size  S / M (54-59CM) M / L
(58-62cm)  

7. Trademarks
Sticker printing,
watermarks, heat transfer,
etc.

 

8.MOQ  500  Less than 300PCS each
color 

9. Carton Size    73 * 58 * 35CM    
10. Packaging  12PCS / CTN   Master CTN 10PCS 
11.price term  FOB  
(12) Shipping Method  Shipping and Air Transport   expression 

(13) Payment Terms  Paypal T / T, western union,
L / C 

14 samples deadline  4 to 7   We after receiving the
sample information

15. Production lead deadline   20 to 30 
  After checking yakro Pre-
production sample, and also
according to the order
quantity

 

We provide a wide rang of payment terms. You can choose the best method to fulfill the payment. In
order to improve the shipping best helmet bike efficiency & reduce the cost, we have built a long
relationship with international shipping companies & big shipping agents. According to your helmet
order quantity & shipping requirements, we can provide you the best suggestion & assistance.Make
every step with us secure & satisfied!



About Us:
Aurora Sports is a longstanding premium helmet manufacturer with more than 23 years experience in
producing all types of helmets.
In-house design and R&D teams with established experience, allows Aurora Sports to quickly answer
to demanding requirements and create
from scratch whole programs and collections with rigorous quality standards. Located in Dongguan,
China with one-stop & integrated
manufacturing operation, Aurora Sports has successfully built a strong relationship with satisfied
clients worldwide and manufactured
helmets for retailers, branded helmet companies and manufacturers.

Our Business Scope Are:
>>>Sell quality design & fabrication helmets wordwide
>>>R&D advanced helmets for brand owner
>>>Manufacture OEM helmets with high standard
>>>Provide rapid prototype service according to drawings
>>>Open aluminum blister mould & steel injection mould 
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Customized Options:
>>>PC, PVC, ABS, PP, etc. various shell material choices
>>>Different quality & density EPS injection
>>>Alternative colorful linings & straps
>>>All kinds of headlock designs
>>>Logo & graphic stickers

Our Technology:
>>>In-mold advanced technology
>>>High density EPS forming
>>>Patented headlock design
>>>High definition screen printing
>>>3D printer & scanner usage
>>>Carbon fiber production and application
>>>Aluminum & steel mould manufacture
>>>International standard testing laboratory

Our Services:
>>>Well-trained & experienced technicians can reply your inquiries in English promptly
>>>Go-to-meetings provided during specific project discussions
>>>Provide you our expertise in engineering and product development to reach optimum production
>>>Confidential lab gives protection to your projects from any exposure damage
>>>Very accurate and powerful 3D printing & hand moulding
>>>We provide you previews of your prototype to ensure satisfaction
>>>Full scale quality inspection during every production stages
>>>Accurate shipping commitment
>>>Superior after-sale service


